Abstract. For every functor F : K → C, where K is a small category and C is a model category which satisfies some mild hypotheses, we define a model category C m of K-marked objects of C. We consider an application of this construction to the category of simplicial sets with the Joyal model structure. Marked simplicial sets can be thought of as (∞, 1)-categories with some additional structure which depends on F . In particular, we construct a model category of quasi-categories which have limits of all diagrams of any given shape.
Introduction
Model categories, introduced in [5] , are an important tool in homotopy theory and higher category theory. For every model category C which satisfies some mild hypotheses and every functor F : K → C, we define a model category C m of marked objects. A marked object is an object of C in which some maps of the form F (K) → X are marked (see definition 2.1 for a precise definition).
If C is a category of simplicial sets with the Joyal model structure (see [3, 4] ) and K is a set of objects of the form ∆ 0 ⋆ L for some simplicial set L, then a marked simplicial set is a simplicial set in which some cones of some diagrams are marked. The idea is that a cone should be marked if and only if it is a limit cone. Of course, in general, this is might not hold, but we will construct a model structure on the category of marked simplicial sets in which fibrant objects have this property (see proposition 4.1). Moreover, every diagram of a given shape in a fibrant marked simplicial set has a limit. Thus, this model category represents the (∞, 1)-category of (∞, 1)-categories in which limits of certain diagrams exist (and functors between (∞, 1)-categories that preserve them).
Of course, there is a dual model category of simplicial sets with marked cocones which represents the (∞, 1)-category of (∞, 1)-categories in which colimits of certain diagrams exist. By choosing another category K, it should be possible to construct model categories that represent (∞, 1)-categories of (∞, 1)-categories with other categorical structures, such as the (∞, 1)-category of (locally) Cartesian closed (∞, 1)-categories. We will not discuss such constructions in this paper.
In section 2, we define categories of marked objects and prove some of their properties. In section 3, we construct model structures on categories of marked objects. In section 4, we consider a localization of a model category of marked simplicial sets and give a characterization of fibrant objects in this model category.
Category of marked objects
In this section for every combinatorial model category C, we define a new model category C m of marked objects of C. This model category is usually not useful by itself. The idea is that we should take a left Bousfield localization of C m to obtain an interesting model category. We will show examples of this construction in the next section.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a category, let K be a small category, and let F : K → C be a functor. A K-marked object of C is a pair (X, E) where X is an object of C and E : K op → Set is a subfunctor of Hom(F (−), X). Morphisms f : F (K) → X that belong to E will be called marked. A morphism of marked objects is a morphism of the underlying objects that preserves marked morphisms. The category of marked objects will be denoted by C m .
We will sometimes omit mention of F and identify an object K of K with its image in C.
Let S be a set of maps of the form F (K) → X. Then we will write GS : K op → Set for the subfunctor of Hom(F (−), X) generated by S. A map f : F (K) → X belongs to GS if and only if it factors as F (K)
For every X ∈ C, X ♭ is the marked object in which no morphisms are marked (that is, X ♭ = (X, ∅)), and X ♯ is the marked object in which all morphisms are marked (that is, X ♯ = (X, K∈K Hom(K, X))). Objects of the form X ♭ and of the form X ♯ will be called flat and sharp respectively. Category C m has the same limits and colimits as C. Let D : J → C m be a diagram. Then underlying objects of lim(D) and colim(D) are a limit and a colimit of underlying objects in C respectively. Morphism K → lim(D) is marked if and only if morphism K → lim(D) → D j is marked for every j ∈ J. Morphism K → colim(D) is marked if and only if it factors through some marked morphism
Proof. First, let us prove that there exists a set of objects S m of C m which generates the whole category under colimits. Let λ be a regular cardinal such that C is locally λ-presentable and for every K ∈ K, F (K) is λ-presentable. Let S be a set of objects of C such that every object of X is a λ-filtered colimit of objects from S. Note that for every object X of C, there is only a set of marked objects Y such that U (Y ) = X. Let S m be the set of objects Y such that U (Y ) ∈ S. Let X be a marked object, and let D :
is marked in X only if it factors through some D j → U (X). But this follows from the fact that D is λ-filtered and K is λ-presentable. Now, let us prove that every object of C m is small. Let (X, E) be a marked object, and let λ be a regular cardinal such that for every K ∈ K, F (K) is λ-presentable, X is λ-presentable, and |E| < λ. Let D : J → C m be a λ-filtered diagram. It is easy to see that colim j∈J Hom((X, E), D j ) → Hom((X, E), colim j∈J D j ) is injective. Let us show that it is surjective. Let f : (X, E) → colim j∈J D j be a map of marked objects.
By the description of colimits that we gave above, for every marked k :
Finally, since D is λ-filtered and |E| < λ, there exists an object D i together with maps
Now, we assume that there is a structure of a model category on C such that every object in the image of F is cofibrant. We will say that a map f : X → Y of marked objects is a cofibration if and only if U (f ) is a cofibration in C. 
Proof. Since every map in I m is a cofibration and U preserves colimits, I m -cof consists of cofibrations. Let us show that every cofibration f : X → Y belongs to I m -cof. First, assume that U (f ) is an isomorphism. Then f is the following pushout:
where E is the set of marked maps of Y . Now, assume that U (f ) is a relative I-cell complex. Then it is a transfinite composition X 0 → X λ , where for each α, X α → X α+1 is a pushout of a map U α → V α from I. We define a transfinite sequence
Let J be a set of cofibrant marked objects. We are going to define a model structure on C m such that I m is a set of generating cofibrations, and for every J ∈ J , map U (J) ♭ → J is a trivial cofibration. Let us define a fibrant replacement functor R m for C m . Let R : C → C, t X : X → R(X) be a fibrant replacement functor for C. For every marked X, underlying object of R m (X) is R(U (X)), and a map K → R(U (X)) is marked if and only if it is homotopic to a map that either factors as K → U (X)
where the first map is marked, or factors through a marked map K → U (J) for some J ∈ J . We will say that a map f of marked objects is a weak equivalence if and only if the underlying map of f is a weak equivalence and R m (f ) reflects marked maps.
Proposition 2.4. Weak equivalences of marked objects satisfy 2-out-of-3 property.
Proof. Let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be maps of marked objects such that U (f ) and U (g) are equivalences. If R m (f ) and R m (g) reflect marked maps, then so is
Since K is cofibrant and R(U (f )) is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, there exists a map
The following lemma gives a useful explicit description of weak equivalences.
Lemma 2.5. If f : X → Y is a map of marked objects such that U (f ) is a weak equivalence, then it is a weak equivalence if and only if for every
h : K → R(U (X)) and every marked k : K → U (Y ), if R(U (f )) • h and t U(Y ) • k are homotopic, then h is marked in R m (X).
Proof. By the definition, f is a weak equivalence if and only if for every
h : K → R(U (X)) such that R(U (f )) • h is marked in Y , h is marked in R m (X). Map R(U (f )) • h is marked in R m (Y )
if and only if either there exists marked map
We just need to prove that if the second case holds, then h is marked in R m (X). Since U (J) is cofibrant and R(U (f )) is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, there exists a map g
) is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, this implies that h is homotopic to g ′ • k.
Proof. Let k : K → U (Y ) be a marked map, and let h :
we have a lift in the following diagram:
Hence there exists a marked map
) is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, this implies that t U(X) • k ′ is homotopic to h. Hence h is marked in R m (X), and by the previous lemma, f is a weak equivalence.
The following lemma gives a useful characterization of trivial cofibrations.
Then f is a weak equivalence if and only if for every marked
Proof. First, suppose that f is a weak equivalence. Let k :
Hence, by lemma 2.5, map g • k is marked. Conversely, let k : K → U (Y ) be a marked map, and let h :
is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects, this implies that h is homotopic to g • k. Since g • k is marked, h is also marked. Now, we need to establish the following simple lemma:
Lemma 2.8. Let f : X → Y be a map of marked objects, and let g : R(U (X)) → R(U (Y )) be a map such that the following diagram commutes:
Then g preserves marked maps.
Proof. Let k : K → R(U (X)) be a marked map. Then either there exists a marked map Proof. First, let us prove the latter. Let c : X 0 → X λ be a transfinite composition of a sequence X : λ → C m . By proposition 2.4, weak equivalences are closed under composition. Thus we may assume that λ is a limit ordinal. Let k : K → U (X λ ) be a marked map, and let g :
Since k is marked, it factors through some marked map
Hence c is a trivial cofibration. Now, let us prove that trivial cofibrations are closed under pushouts. Consider the following pushout square, where f is a trivial cofibration:
′ is also marked.
Model structure on the category of marked objects
To construct a model structure on C m , we will need the following theorem by Jeff Smith (see, for example, [4, Proposition A.2.6.8]): Theorem 3.1. Let C be a locally presentable category, let I be a set of maps of C, and let W be a class of maps of C. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
(
1) The intersection I-cof ∩ W is closed under pushouts and transfinite compositions. (2) The full subcategory W of the category of arrows of C is accessible subcategory. (3) The class W has the 2-out-of-3 property. (4) I-inj ⊆ W. Then there exists a cofibrantly generated model structure on C with I-cof as the class of cofibrations and W as the class of weak equivalences.
We will also need the following theorem (see, for example, [1, Theorem 2. • Underlying object U (X) is fibrant in C • For every J ∈ J , X has RLP with respect to U (J) ♭ → J.
•
Marked maps in X are stable under homotopy (that is, if two maps K → U (X) are homotopic and one of them is marked, then so is the other).
Proof. Every map in I m -inj is a weak equivalence by proposition 2.6, trivial cofibrations are stable under pushouts and transfinite compositions by proposition 2.9, weak equivalences has 2-out-of-3 property by proposition 2.4, and it is easy to see that they are closed under retracts.
First, assume that (1) holds. By proposition 2.2, C m is locally presentable. By theorem 3.1, we just need to prove that the class of weak equivalences is an accessible subcategory of C m . Let J be a set of generating trivial cofibrations in C. Then we can take R to be the functor obtained form the small object argument for J. Let J K be the set of maps (
is a cylinder object for K. Let J 0 be the set of maps U (J) ♭ → J for every J ∈ J . Then R m can be described as the composition of two functors R 1 and R 2 . The former is obtained from the small object argument for J ♭ and the latter from the small object argument for J K ∪ J 0 . Thus R m preserves κ-filtered colimits for some regular cardinal κ.
Let C m 0 be the full subcategory of the arrow category of C m on maps f such that U (f ) is a weak equivalence and f reflects marked maps. Since R m preserves κ-filtered colimits, by [4, Corollary A.2.6.5], to prove that the class of weak equivalences is an accessible subcategory of C m , we just need to show that C m 0 is closed under κ-filtered colimits. But this is obvious if we take κ such that the class of weak equivalences in C is closed under κ-filtered colimits and every object in K is κ-presentable. Now, assume that (2) holds. By [2, Corollary 3.2], there exists a set J I of generating trivial cofibrations for C. For every J ∈ J and marked k : K → U (J), let Z J,k be the following pushout:
is a set of generating trivial cofibrations for C m . Indeed, every map in J m is cofibration and a weak equivalence. Every map f ∈ J ♭ I is a weak equivalence since its underlying map is a weak equivalence and its codomain is flat. Every map f ∈ J K ∪ J 1 is a weak equivalence since R m (f ) is an identity. By theorem 3.2, we just need to prove that every weak equivalence that has RLP with respect to J m also has RLP with respect to I m . Let f : X → Y be such a map. Since U (f ) is a weak equivalence and a fibration, it has RLP with respect to I. Hence f has RLP with respect to I ♭ . Since every object of C is fibrant, we can take R to be the identity functor. Let k : K → U (X) be a map such that U (f ) • k is marked. Since f is a weak equivalence, k is marked in R m (X). Thus either there exists a marked map k ′ : K → U (X) which is homotopic to k, or there exist J ∈ J , a marked map
′ are homotopic and are both marked. Since f has RLP with respect to J K and k ′ is marked, k is also marked. If the second case holds, then there is a map z :
Since f has RLP with respect to J 1 and U (f ) • k is marked, k is also marked. Thus f has RLP with respect to K ♭ → (K, G{id}) for every K ∈ K. This completes the construction of the model structure. Now, let us consider the characterization of fibrant objects in this model category. We need to prove that a marked object is fibrant if and only if it has RLP with respect to J ♭ ∪ J K ∪ J 0 , where J is a set of generating trivial cofibrations for C. The "only if" direction follows from the fact that J ♭ ∪ J K ∪ J 0 consists of trivial cofibrations. Conversely, let Z be a marked object that has RLP with respect to J ♭ ∪ J K ∪ J 0 . Let f : X → Y be a trivial cofibration, and let h : X → Z be a map. Since U (Z) is fibrant, U (h) factors through t U(X) :
Since U (f ) is a trivial cofibration, there exists a lift g : U (Y ) → R(U (X)) in the diagram above. We just need to prove that h • g preserves marked maps. Let k : K → U (Y ) be a marked map. Since f is a trivial cofibration, either there exists a marked map
, and a map j :
If the first case holds, then h • g • k is marked since marked maps in Z are stable under homotopy. If the second case holds, then h • j • k ′ is marked since Z has RLP with respect to U (J) ♭ → J. Hence h • g • k is also marked. Thus h • g preserves marked maps.
The fact that both adjoint pairs of functors (−) ♭ ⊣ U and U ⊣ (−) ♯ are Quillen adjunctions easily follows from the fact that both (−) ♭ and U preserve cofibrations and weak equivalences.
Finally, let us prove that if C is left proper, then so is C m . Let Z → T be a pushout of a weak equivalence f : X → Y along a cofibration. We may assume that f is a trivial fibration. Let h : K → R(U (Z)) be a map, and let k : K → U (T ) be a marked map. Then k factors through either U (Z) or U (Y ). In the first case,
is homotopic to h. Since the first map is marked, h is also marked. In the second case, we have a marked map k
is homotopic to h. Since the first map is marked, h is also marked. Thus, in either case, h is marked; hence Z → T is a weak equivalence.
Since we often want to localize the model category of marked object, it is useful to have a simple description of homotopy function complexes. Let X and Y be a pair of marked objects such that X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant. Let QU (X)
• be a cosimplicial frame on U (X). Then vertices of the Kan complex Map(U (X), U (Y )) = Hom(QU (X)
• , U (Y )) can be identified with maps U (X) → U (Y ). We will denote this bijection by e : Hom(∆ 0 , Map(U (X), U (Y ))) ≃ Hom(U (X), U (Y )). Let x and y be a pair of vertices of Map(U (X), U (Y )) that belongs to the same component. If e(x) : U (X) → U (Y ) lifts to a map of marked objects, then so does the map e(y). Indeed, there exists an edge ∆ 1 → Map(U (X), U (Y )) between x and y. But such an edge corresponds to a homotopy between e(x) and e(y). Since Y is fibrant and e(x) preserves marked maps, so does every map homotopic to e(x). Let Map(X, Y ) be the Kan subcomplex of Map(U (X), U (Y )) which consists of those components of Map(U (X), U (Y )) in which some (and hence every) vertex corresponds to a map U (X) → U (Y ) that lifts to a map of marked objects. Proof. We may assume that QU (X)
• is a fibrant cosimplicial frame on U (X). Then we can define a fibrant cosimplicial frame QX
• on X as (QU (X)
• , E), where E consists of those maps K → QU (X)
n is a cofibration. Map QX n → X has RLP with respect to I ♭ since QU (X)
• is fibrant. It also has RLP with respect to K ♭ → (K, G{id}) by definition of QX n . Thus it is a trivial fibration.
Kan complex Hom(QX • , Y ) is a subcomplex of Map(X, Y ). Let us prove that they are actually equal. Consider a simplex ∆ n → Map(X, Y ). Such simplex corresponds to a map QU (X) n → U (Y ). We need to show that this map lifts to a map QX n → Y . Let k : K → QU (X) n be a marked map. Then it is homotopic
n , where the last map is given by any map ∆ 0 → ∆ n . By definition of Map(X, Y ) every such map gives a marked
Marked simplicial sets
In this section for every set L of simplicial sets, we define a model category sSet L of marked simplicial sets which represents the (∞, 1)-category of (∞, 1)-categories which have a limit for every diagram of every shape from L. In particular, if L = {∅, Λ For every set of simplicial sets L, we define set
Let sSet L be the category of K-marked objects. Let J be the following set of maps of sSet L :
We define a model structure on sSet L as the left Bousfield localization of the model structure defined in section 3 (with J = ∅) with respect to J. The following propositions give us a characterization of fibrant objects and fibrations between them in sSet L . Proof. It is easy to see that (1) implies (2) . To prove the converse, we need to define homotopy function complexes for sSet L . First, recall that the inclusion of Kan complexes into quasi-categories has a right adjoint which we denote by E (see, An object Z of sSet L is fibrant if and only if it is a quasi-category, marked maps in Z are stable under homotopy, and for every map X → Y in J, induced map of Kan complexes Map(Y, Z) → Map(X, Z) is a weak equivalence. Let Z be a marked simplicial set that satisfies (2) . Since limits cones are stable under homotopy, we just need to prove that Map(Y, Z) → Map(X, Z) is a weak equivalence for every X → Y in J. Thus we only need to prove that for every p : X → Z, the fiber of Map(Y, Z) → Map(X, Z) over p is contractible.
First, let us consider maps of the form In particular, if we let K = L, A = ∆ 0 and Z ′ = U (Z), then we obtain the following Cartesian square:
Since E is a right adjoint, it preserves pullbacks. Hence fiber of Map ′ ((∆ 0 ⋆ L, {id}), Z) → Map(L ♭ , Z) is the subcomplex of E(U (Z) /p ) spanned by vertices that correspond to limit cones, and it is easy to see that it is contractible (see, for example, [6, Lemma 2.11]). Now, let us consider maps of the form (∂∆ n ⋆ L, {∆ {n} ⋆ L}) → (∆ n ⋆ L, {∆ {n} ⋆ L}). First, let us consider the special case when L = ∅. We prove that fibers of Map((∆ n , {∆ {n} }), Z) → Map((∂∆ n , {∆ {n} }), Z) are contractible by induction on n. If n = 1, then for every p : ∆
